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COMPANY

WorkSpace are experts in construction, interior fit-out, commercial 

furniture services, specialist joinery, and facilities management. Delivering 

projects of all sizes across all sectors from complex, high-end showrooms, 

office fit-out schemes to fast-track retail build projects often in live 

environments.

Being part of McLaughlin & Harvey means we are in great company 

– and you will be too! With over 160 years of heritage and experience, 

and around 800 colleagues with experience in the delivery of major 

construction and civil engineering projects across every major sector 

including health, education and commercial. 

ABOUT



Our approach is always pragmatic; informed with successful delivery in mind and customer satisfaction at its heart. Everything we do is 
underpinned by hands-on accessible leadership, together with clear and consistent communication from beginning to end.

At McLaughlin & Harvey WorkSpace we are committed to managing and minimising our carbon footprint. We factor in key sustainability elements 
to the ways in which we deliver for our clients every day.

APPROACH

FRAMEWORKS

We pride ourselves on our long-term partnerships with clients that support us in the delivery of innovative construction Framework solutions across 
the UK & Ireland.



 > Net Zero Carbon Strategy launched March 2021

 > Certified staff awareness training

 > Certification to ISO14064 achieved

 > Decarbonisation strategy based on zero emissions tariffs and biofuels

 > Internal Levy Scheme: completed projects pay into a central investment and offset 

fund based on their verified carbon footprint at PC

 > All investments in carbon projects will be based in the UK

Net Zero/2030
Pathway to Progress & Performance

“Our commitment to Net Zero as signatories to the UK Contractors Declare Initiative demonstrates the 

responsibility we feel at McLaughlin & Harvey for our share of the industry’s carbon emissions. To combat 

climate change, we are committed to adapting our business to support a UK low carbon economy and will 

achieve Net Zero by 2030 while reducing annual emissions.”

Philip Cheevers Group Chief Executive

WE WILL ACHIEVE NET ZERO BY 2030



https://vimeo.com/580781799
https://vimeo.com/580781799


EXPERTISE



Creating an interior space that is truly fit for purpose requires vision, 

creativity, ability and a wealth of experience. WorkSpace brings together 

the legacy of an industry leader and the ingenuity of a niche team. Let us 

reinvent your footprint and allow your space to thrive.

Our team delivers a wide variety of capital investment, extension, 

refurbishment and fit-out projects. Implementing the vision of our client 

design teams by listening, understanding, planning the works in detail, and 

delivering each project on time and within budget.

FIT-OUT

MORE THAN JUST A FIT-OUT



CLIENT SUPPORT

Unbound by the floorplan, we have the ability to make both minimal and 

profound structural changes within any built environment.

Our build and interior fit-out projects include many landmark buildings in 

major cities throughout the UK and Ireland.

We support our clients through the delivery of traditional build projects 

from all-inclusive commercial construction to major alterations and 

refurbishments. We ensure our business excellence model provides a 

consistency of service no matter the scale of works.

BUILD



From our 30,000 sq ft workshop, we combine vision and craft with 

superior technology to create commissions of the highest quality. No 

matter how complex or unusual; from repeat design products, specialist 

items or conversation pieces.

Whether the requirement is for impressive reception desks, fitted 

furniture, cabinetry, bespoke wall panelling or vanity units, we work with 

our clients and their design teams to ensure we create the wow factor. 

We are also recognised and approved fabricators of Corian, LG Hi-Macs, 

and Staron Solid Surfaces.

CREATING INSPIRATIONAL
SPACE

BESPOKE JOINERY



Our dedicated and experienced team draws upon a vast knowledge of 

the commercial furniture market and an exceptional understanding of 

interior trends to utilise your space effectively. Well-planned spatial 

design, fittings and fixtures create inspirational spaces which enhance 

productivity and corporate wellbeing.

Increasingly lightweight, kinetic and collaborative, flexible furniture 

provides easily transformable workspaces to allow for today’s changing 

working patterns, ready to adapt to technologies, job functions and 

business models that may not even yet exist. 

TRANSFORMING WORKSPACES

FURNITURE



We collaborate with design consultants and interior designers to translate 

your needs into a fully functioning, aesthetically pleasing and future-

proofed space – making designs work harder.

Our in-house design team employs tried and tested sampling and value 

engineering processes to ensure every piece meets with the expectations of 

both the client and their design professionals. We believe that by working 

together, there is nothing we can’t create.

DESIGN COLLABORATION

NO LIMITS



The WorkSpace aftercare team know the importance of peace of mind 

when it comes to the smooth running of your buildings and spaces.

That’s why we have a specialist Hard Facilities Management team 

with an in-depth experience of delivering building fabric and MEP 

maintenance, either predictive, planned preventative and reactive.

You can rest assured in the knowledge that many leading household 

names such as M&S, Next, and Homebase from the world of retail 

entrust our team to take the responsibility of Hard FM off their shoulders 

and have done so for decades.

TRUSTED BY TOP BRANDS

AFTERCARE



PROJECTS



WorkSpace a division of McLaughlin & Harvey acted as the main 

contractor to refurbish the library within the Seamus Heaney visitor 

centre. The design made great use of the space so that visitors can 

browse through the book collection, take their time to sit down and 

read or write at one of the individual desks or, for the first time, access 

an impressive digital archive of visual and audio recordings.

The wow feature of the interior fit-out is the bespoke joinery bookcases 

with brass inlays manufactured in house by WorkSpace and a clever 

use of lighting within the library creates a warm atmosphere for 

visitors to read and spend time in.

SEAMUS HEANEY HOMEPLACE





With a specification and finish befitting a luxury hotel, this was a 

project where our highly skilled WorkSpace craftspeople within our 

in-house joinery workshop truly came to the fore. Blending state-of-

the-art and more traditional methods to create some striking European 

ash veneer panels that were used extensively throughout the reception 

area to create a true wow factor and talking point. 

Each panel bears its own unique olive tree design which was precision-

CNC engraved as well as individually painted olives, finished with gold 

leaf.

JEWISH CARE

BRITISH WOODWORKING FEDERATION’S 
WOODWORKING PROJECT OF THE YEAR 
AWARD FINALIST





This project facilitated the move of Ulster Television (UTV) to a new, 

bright, modern, state of the art broadcasting and production facility 

located in the new City Quays 2 building in Belfast.

The project involved the fit-out of the 8th-floor shell comprising 

11,400 sq ft to a high specification with a particular focus on 

creating sound-proofed studio areas. The works created high-quality 

space for new HD broadcasting services, corporate offices, editing 

and creative suites, news administration and finance and sales office 

accommodation.

ITV NEWS





This distinguished and elegant 125,000 sq ft building in Belfast was 

carefully transformed to become Ulster Bank’s Northern Ireland 

Headquarters.

Following some internal demolition and a complete strip-out, 

our WorkSpace fit-out team played a key role in the internal 

transformation, undertaking a multi-phased fast-track refurbishment 

to deliver a truly stunning interior space comprising customer-facing 

banking facilities, staff accommodation, restaurant and high-spec 

executive offices over eight floors. Amongst the many pieces of 

specialist joinery created as part of this landmark project were a 

bespoke reception desk, timber cladding, fitted furniture, internal door 

sets and screens.

ULSTER BANK





Recognised as a model of innovation and a UK first, this impressive 

new-build project by McLaughlin & Harvey successfully consolidated a 

wide range of vital hospital and community healthcare services into a 

single location on a former brownfield site within the grounds of Tyrone 

and Fermanagh Hospital.

Fully glazed streets that connect each pavilion have been incorporated 

to maximise natural light, while also allowing for ease of orientation 

and impressive panoramic views of the enclosed gardens, surrounding 

rivers and mountains. Through this considered design, a therapeutic 

environment has been created for all users, both internally and 

externally, contributing to a relaxed and holistic setting.

WorkSpace had a major role to play in the quality and finish 

throughout the building in the delivery of solid surfacing, curtain walls, 

glazing and bespoke joinery. The internal finishes that have been likened 

to those of a hotel and are testament to the skilful craftsmanship of 

the team.

OMAGH HOSPITAL





This project comprised a full refurbishment/fit-out of an existing 

2 storey building with changes to the external car park layout, 

adjustments to fence lines, resurfacing, new drainage and street lighting 

and line marking to accommodate more than 170 new car park spaces.

Following a complete strip-out, we created new offices, canteen, 

changing rooms including showers, and meeting room facilities 

over 2 floors complete with fitted furniture and new staircases, new 

lift installation and all new M&E services. A comprehensive value 

engineering exercise was undertaken prior to tender submission and 

following appointment.

Our meticulous programme enabled an existing tenant resident in the 

building to remain in the building whilst work was ongoing, thereby 

negating the requirement and cost to temporarily relocate premises.

Our team also had to liaise extensively with communications suppliers 

to install several broadband lines to avoid disruption to Wiggle’s call 

centre operations.

WIGGLE





The works included the full strip-out and part demolition of the 

existing car showroom. The space was subdivided into 2 new areas to 

form interlinked showrooms for both the Bentley and Aston Martin 

brands.

The existing heating system was removed and replaced with a new 

modern system, whilst the complete curtain walling system was 

removed and upgraded to include entrances. External parapet, signage, 

cladding and over-cladding was also completed with a new car park 

layout, landscaping and totem signage completing the external works.

Whilst the showroom staff decanted to a separate building, the existing 

busy multi-brand workshop to the rear of the showrooms remained 

fully operational and accessible during the 16-week period.

The high-class finish in both showrooms included strip lighting, feature 

walls and travertine floors and walls.

CHARLES HURST 
ASTON MARTIN & BENTLEY





Our dedicated and experienced team drew on their extensive knowledge 

of vision, craftsmanship, and superior technology to provide adaptable 

workspaces for evolving work patterns that are now ready to adapt to 

technology and job functions.

McLaughlin and Harvey constructed a new five-story, 97,700 square 

foot Grade A office facility for HMRC. After demolishing an existing 

vacant building McL&H provided a new office space which includes 

collaborative, open-plan offices, meeting rooms, server rooms, and a 

café. Our highly skilled WorkSpace craftspeople designed and installed 

a range of bespoke specialist furniture produced in our 30,000 square 

foot in-house workshop.

TEVILLE GATE



I KNOW WHERE I’M GOING TO GO TO NEXT BECAUSE AT THE END OF THE DAY THAT TEAM FROM WORKSPACE WERE EASY TO 

WORK WITH, EFFICIENT, COST EFFECTIVE ULTIMATELY THEY GOT EXACTLY THE VISION I WAS LOOKING TO CREATE AND I’M 

REALLY PLEASED THAT WE HAVE MANAGED TO CREATE WHAT WE HAVE CREATED.
“

JACQUI BRADLEY

HEAD OF SUPPORT SERVICES -  ITV NEWS

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

“
WE ABSOLUTELY RECOMMEND MCLAUGHLIN & HARVEY. WE COULDN’T BE MORE PLEASED WITH THE WORK THAT THEY 

HAVE DONE. THEY NOW ARE OUR GO TO COMPANY FOR ANY KIND OF BUILDING PROJECT SMALL OR LARGE FOR ITV NEWS.“
JONATHAN PETTIFER 

CAPITAL PROJECTS DIRECTOR - JEWISH CARE, STANMORE

“
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Griffin Court,
15 Long Lane,
London,
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+44 2035428308

GLASGOW
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Park,
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+44 141848 000

LIVERPOOL
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+44 1513175444
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15 Trench Road,
Mallusk,
Newtownabbey,
BT36 4TY

+44 2890342777

BRISTOL
Unit 10B 
Duckmoor Road,
Bristol,
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+44 1174509879

WWW.MCLHWORKSPACE.COM

https://mclhworkspace.com/
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100068675329624
https://www.instagram.com/mclhworkspace/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mclaughlin-harvey-workspace
https://twitter.com/McLH_Workspace

